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RATING

•Fitted with Furutech’s top-of-the-line FI-50 Piezo Ceramic series connectors

•Furutech’s beautifully-finished FI-50(R) IEC and FI-50M(R) Piezo Ceramic series connector housings are made of layers of
carbon fiber in a damping and insulating acetal copolymer surrounded by nonmagnetic stainless steel. Europe version features
FI-E50(R) Schuko Connector

•The connector bodies combine two “active” materials: Nano-sized ceramic particles and powdered carbon. Nylon and fiberglass
are incorporated as well forming an extremely effective, mechanically and electrically nonresonant connector body that may just
be the most sophisticated in the world.

•Piezo Ceramic series connectors feature α (Alpha) Pure Copper conductors equipped with Furutech’s advanced Earth/Ground
Jumper System (US Patent No.: 6,669,491)

•Patent-pending metal cable clamps improves grip and reduces mechanically- and electrically-induced distortion -- also features
patent-pending specially-engineered pressure plates

•Cable features a full α (Alpha) conductor shield to protect the signal from radiated noise

•RoHS-compliant flexible PVC sheaths enhances vibration control

•Special high-grade PE insulation/dielectric reduces capacitance



FEATURES

Enthusiasts know that everything in the signal path makes a difference and that what they see and hear is, in a very direct way,
the AC power itself. The sweeping way in which Furutech goes about thoroughly engineering and refining their products is a tour
de force of detail and design work.

Cable Essentials

Powerflux conductors are 68-strand α (Alpha) OCC twisted around
μ–conductor strands with a special-grade PE insulation or dielectric.
(Alpha conductors are fine OCC wire treated with Furutech’s Alpha
Cryogenic and Demagnetizing process.) The dielectric is surrounded by
an inner sheath of RoHS-compliant PVC incorporating carbon powder
that enhances damping, and that in turn is covered by a full α (Alpha)
conductor wire braid shield. Another flexible PVC outer sheath and a
Nylon braid jacket finish the job.

Piezo Ceramic Series Connectors

The extraordinary FI-50 series connectors are a result of the meticulous way that Furutech engineers examine and improve each
and every element of signal transfer using breakthrough technologies to reach their Pure Transmission Technology goal.

Furutech’s beautifully-finished FI-50(R) IEC and FI-50M(R) Piezo Ceramic series connector housings are made of multiple layers
of carbon fiber in a damping and insulating acetal copolymer, surrounded by nonmagnetic stainless steel bands. The connector
bodies combine two “active” materials: Nano-sized ceramic particles and powdered carbon. Nylon and fiberglass are
incorporated as well forming an extremely effective, mechanically and electrically nonresonant connector body that may just be
the most sophisticated in the world.

SPECIFICATIONS

Extreme Performance Pure Transmission Power Cable

Rating 15A 125V AC • 10A /250V

Rhodium-Plated Nonmagnetic Conductors

Type: 2-pole + Earth


